Jazz Sonata

I

Allegro, non troppo
molto ritmico \( \text{I} = 126 \)

Lento

\( * \) Improv.

In tempo I'

Lento

\( \text{mf} \)

(*) For transcribed solo see APPENDIX No. 1

\( \text{C4} \)
CIV

CIX

CVIII

CIV

(decrescendo)

rall. to Andante

mf
APPENDIX No. 1

Allegro \( j = 126 \)  

Lento Ad lib.

\( \phi_{IX} \)  
\( \phi_{VII} \)  
\( \phi_{III} \)  
\( \phi_{XI} \)  
\( CX \)  
\( \phi_{V} \)  
\( \phi_{II} \)  

In tempo I’

Note: The player is encouraged to improvise in Ad Lib. sections according to indicated scales.
However, the Appendixes Nos. 1 and 2 present transcribed solos from Danan Bogdanovic's CD release, "Worlds". (M•A Recordings, Tokyo)